CSAT is proud to host a 60 Hour Basic Swat Class. Over the last 19 years Paul Howe/CSAT has been training law enforcement agencies across the United States. A comprehensive list of units/departments that Paul has trained can be found at www.combatshootingandtactics.com

My intent is to provide a tough and comprehensive tactical training week with no harassment. Teams will eat, live and train with their team for the duration of the class. Students will be treated like professionals and will be required to act accordingly. Students will be counseled in writing on negative behavior and the staff reserves the right to release as student from the course for Major Safety Violations or a Disruptive or Unprofessional attitude.

This class will prepare the new SWAT officer to seamlessly integrate into their tactical unit. Major topics to be covered:

- Safety
- A stair-stepped shooting program that covers all the basic skills needed for surgical shooting, both rifle and pistol.
- Team Organization
- Breaching
- High Risk Warrants
- Covert Clearing/Shields
- Vehicle Assaults
- React Team Procedures
- Arrest procedures
- Assault Planning
- Medical
- Tactical Scenarios

**AMMUNITION REQUIREMENTS:** 600 Ball Pistol, 600 Ball Rifle, 100 sims

**PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:**

Students should set their personal training goals to exceed:
1.5 Mile Run: 13:35
Push ups One Minute: 26
Sit ups One Minute: 34

A short diagnostic physical event will be executed on day one. Further physical training during the week will target those individuals who perform poorly on this event in an effort to educate them on how to physically train themselves to better support their team and mission.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

All Tactical gear, to include helmet, vest, gas mask, flash light, eyes, ears. Rifle and Pistol, pistol belt. Rifle should have sling. Simunition rifle and pistol and sims protective gear to include mask/helmet. Bring water and inclement weather gear. If possible, have should weapons (rifles) zeroed to 100 yards.

MEALS:

Students will eat locally or they can purchase food and eat in the barracks. Three refrigerators and two microwaves are available.

LODGING:

BARRACKS AVAILABLE

REPORTING:

Students will report on Sunday, Day 1 at between 1500-1600 hours in process. Class starts at 1600 on Sunday. Show up in Tac Uniform and leave equipment in the car. Have tennis shoes standing by.

REGISTRATION/PAYMENT:

Register via e-mail to: paulkoko@hotmail.com

No refunds 30 days prior to course start.